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Reconstructing Ancient Rome in Sixteenth-Century Prints

by Kylie Fisher

“Now let us, by a flight of imagination, suppose that Rome is not a human 
habitation but a psychical entity […] in which nothing that has once come 
into existence will have passed away and all the earlier phases of develop-
ment continue to exist alongside the latest one.”1

The Via Sacra, which was once a principal route for the ancient 
triumph and populated with monuments commemorating Roman military 
victories over foreign people, is now dominated by crumbling ruins and 
churches that have replaced pagan edifices.2 Along the right side of the Via 
Sacra in the Roman Forum, visitors encounter an imposing brick basilica. At 
its center is a set of large patinated bronze doors framed by an elaborately 
carved marble entablature supported by two Corinthian columns with por-
phyry shafts (Fig. 1). In an earlier era, this magnificent portal served as the 
entryway to the library and subsequent audience hall of the Temple of Peace. 
Still, only a few centuries after its construction, the pagan building was re-

made into a church honoring 
the twin martyr saints, Cos-
mas and Damian.3

In 1550, Antonio La-
freri (ca. 1512-77) published a 
remarkable engraving of the 
entryway to the former Tem-
ple of Peace (Fig. 2). Occupy-
ing the entire scene, the portal 
is left unattached to a larger 
structure and thus is isolated 
from its mid-Cinquecento 
context. It is only from the 
inscription at the bottom of 
the composition that a viewer 
receives confirmation that 
this image depicts the en-
trance to the church dedicat-
ed to Cosmas and Damian.4 
As a result, this print encour-
aged early modern observers 

Fig 1: Portal of Basilica of Saints Cosmas and 
Damian, 6th century. Roman Forum, Rome. 
Photograph by author.
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Fig 2: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), Doorway of the 
Temple of Peace, 1550, engraving, 18 7/8 x 13 3/6 in (48.0 x 33.5 cm). The Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund, transferred from the Library 41.72(1.33). Image 
open access, courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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to envision the architectural entity in its assumed original state, before it was 
incorporated into a Christian site. Yet, when confronted with Lafreri’s image, 
they understood the engraved portal not as a usable doorway, but as an in-
complete architectural element. There is a powerful rhetorical quality to this 
print. When connected to the Basilica of Cosmas and Damian, the classical 
doorway became whole in the minds of Cinquecento viewers, forcing them 
to reflect upon how the material and symbolic essence of antiquity was ap-
propriated and transformed to construct what would become sixteenth-cen-
tury papal Rome.

The continual rebuilding of Rome’s urban landscape over centuries 
has striking parallels with the workings of human memory. Rome’s classi-
cal past remains forever present in the physical framework of the modern 
metropolis in the same way that recollections of ideas and events become 
permanently imprinted onto a person’s memory, never to be forgotten 
even when they appear to vanish like the ruins of a former civilization 
crumbling to the ground. Although the original doorway of the Temple of 
Peace gained a new identity in Christian Rome, it nevertheless endured as 
part of the ethos of the Eternal City that was the foundation, both literally 
and figuratively, for Rome of later epochs. This mirrors how a memory 
that was impressed onto an individual’s mind and spirit becomes part of 
their evolving present.5 Just as the physical sites in Rome made visible the 
material and cultural lineage between the ancient and early modern city, 
engravings of classical architecture similarly prompted viewers to ac-
knowledge and eternalize that heritable connection through their evoca-
tive representations. 

Prints of ancient monuments like Lafreri’s Doorway of the Temple of 
Peace were persuasive objects that offered sixteenth-century viewers a lens 
through which to imagine the urban fabric of antiquity that promoted the 
ideology of Cinquecento Rome. In the absence of extant architectural re-
mains to obtain, display, and intimately study, these engravings functioned 
as two-dimensional surrogates for those edifices that a collector could not 
otherwise interact with in his private space. As I will demonstrate, the op-
portunity to engage in close and sustained examination of the represented 
monuments reinforced the historical, material, and symbolic associations 
between pagan and Christian Rome. Such engravings did not merely serve 
as tools for recalling the history of antiquity but functioned as quasi-devo-
tional and meditative objects that mediated the past and present through the 
viewing experience. This study challenges previous interpretations of these 
engravings as sources of knowledge aimed at conveying objective informa-
tion about ancient Rome to foreign collectors.6 Rather, these compositions 
aided in forming subjective perceptions of the former republic and empire, 
which cemented the belief in local viewers that papal Rome had eclipsed its 
classical forebearer in cultural status and authority.
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Informed by theories of classical writers like Plato (428/427-348/347 
BCE), Cicero (106-43 BCE), and the first-century BCE author of the Rhetorica 
ad Herennium, early modern scholars similarly characterized human mem-
ory as a physical repository for mental images of ideas and experiences.7 
For example, the sixteenth-century Italian philosopher Giulio Camillo (ca. 
1480-1544) likened the faculty of memory to a grand theater where all things 
that the mind conceives are translated into classicizing symbols and stored 
within that metaphorical space to enable their retrieval.8 By picturing the 
amorphous idea of ancient Rome in print, and, more specifically, in the form 
of architectural entities, these engravings appear to visualize the very notion 
of memory as a tangible locus defined by a representational image, that of 
a monument. Even in its etymology, the word “monument,” which derives 
from the Latin verb monere, refers to the act of remembering something.9 
Since antiquity, monuments have been erected to commemorate histori-
cal individuals and events as well as more abstract ideals. I contend that 
Cinquecento all’antica prints, which portray the actual architectural works 
built and preserved to immortalize the glories of the Eternal City, allowed 
viewers to imaginatively reconstruct an image of ancient Rome that sub-
sequently informed how they understood and remembered that historical 
period.10 These engravings contributed to inventing a vision of the past—
one that placed the classical republic and empire as part of the teleology 
of papal Rome. As such, they participated in fashioning the early modern 
Christian city as the apogee of Rome’s historical evolution.

The Print Market in Early Sixteenth-Century Rome

Two of the most prolific print publishers in Cinquecento Rome were the 
Spaniard Antonio Salamanca (1478-1562) and Frenchman Antonio Lafreri, 
both of whom devoted a significant portion of their output to issuing 
engravings of ancient Roman monuments.11 The lucrative enterprise of 
publishing imagery of classical landmarks is evinced by Salamanca and 
Lafreri’s decision to join forces in 1553 to produce their Speculum Romanae 
Magnificentiae.12 In the most general terms, the Speculum is a collection of 
prints on the subject of antique and modern art and architecture that was 
available for purchase through Lafreri’s publishing shop.13 It was not until 
the 1570s, when Lafreri issued a title page that this thematic assemblage of 
images took formal definition. Individual prints of Roman ruins, however, 
had circulated on the open market since the late 1530s, a period in which 
ancient monuments garnered increasing civic attention.

Upon his tenure as pontiff in 1534, Paul III (1468-1549; r. 1534-49), 
the first Roman-born pope in over a century, took a sustained interest in the 
repair and maintenance of the city’s antiquities after Holy Roman Emperor 
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Charles V’s troops sacked 
Rome in 1527. Immediate-
ly following his election 
as pope, Paul III created a 
new governing body devot-
ed to the care of surviving 
ruins and appointed fellow 
humanist, Latino Giove-
nale Manetti (1486-1553) to 
the post of the first papal 
commissioner of antiqui-
ty.14 Undoubtedly, the 1536 
triumphal visit of Charles 
V (1500-58; r. 1519-56) was 
a motivating factor in this 
renewed attention toward 
the existing ruins, but the 
antiquarian efforts that took 
place in the earlier decades 
of the century also contribut-
ed to the communal desire to 
promote the identity of the 
sixteenth-century city as a 
physical embodiment of the 
legacy of classical Rome.15 
Prints proved effective in 
perpetuating the memory 
of the Eternal City in con-

nection with the early modern metropolis in the minds of contemporary 
residents and foreign visitors.16 As a result, an eager collectors’ market for 
engravings of Rome’s iconic ancient sites emerged during the first half of 
the Cinquecento. Therefore, the examples discussed in this study focus 
on images of architectural monuments and specifically those issued by 
publishers who were active in Rome during the early part of the sixteenth 
century, namely Salamanca and Lafreri.

Restored Ruins 

Early prints that portray precedent artistic creations, whether in the form of 
architecture, sculpture, painting, or drawing, are often labelled as “reproduc-
tive.”17 Consequently, art historians treat engravings of antiquities as repre-
sentations that reflected a sixteenth-century reality, rather than as inventions 

Fig 3: Unknown 16th-century engraver 
(published by Antonio Salamanca), Arch of Titus, 
ca. 1540s, engraving, 17 15/16 x 13 ¼ in (45.5 x 
33.7 cm). The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York, Rogers Fund, transferred from the Library 
41.72(1.77). Image open access, courtesy of The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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that engendered a historicizing perspective of ancient Rome that operated 
within the socio-political landscape of the Cinquecento city. These images 
were not merely derivative in representation, but distorted the condition 
of the antiquities they depict, such as by rendering them as hypothetically 
restored. Commemorative structures like triumphal arches were frequently 
portrayed in this manner in engravings.18 Both Salamanca’s and Lafreri’s 
respective compositions of the Arch of Titus (ca. 1540s and 1548; Figs. 3-4) 
present the first-century monument (Fig. 5) as wholly intact and as an isolat-
ed architectural unit, contradicting the actual appearance of the landmark at 
the mid-sixteenth century.19 Confirmed by coeval images, such as the print 
(1569; Fig. 6) designed by Giovanni Antonio Dosio (1533-1610) and engraved 
by Giovanni Battista de’ Cavalieri (ca. 1525-1601), the triumphal arch was 
still attached to its medieval fortified wall built by the Frangipani family. 
When the monument was altered during the Middle Ages, sections of its at-
tic story were destroyed in the process, including the ornamental relief pan-

els that originally flanked the 
dedicatory plaque.20 Salaman-
ca’s and Lafreri’s engravings 
notably make no reference 
to that context and instead 
remove the landmark en-
tirely from its surroundings. 
Because these images do not 
show the structure connected 
to its larger fortification, their 
authors avoided showcas-
ing the damage it suffered 
because of its repurposing. 
Rather than depict the Arch 
of Titus as it appeared on the 
Via Sacra during the Cinquec-
ento, these prints presented 
an imaginative reconstruction 
of the monument for con-
temporary viewers, offering 
a possible glimpse into how 
it may have looked centuries 
before its major alteration.

Even in figuratively 
restoring the Arch of Titus, 
Salamanca’s and Lafreri’s 
engravings did not aim to 
convey historical accuracy; 

Fig 4: Unknown 16th-century engraver 
(published by Antonio Lafreri), Arch of Titus, 
1548, engraving, 19 5/6 x 13 ¾ in (49.0 x 35.0 
cm). University of Chicago Library, Chicago A13. 
Image courtesy of Special Collections Research 
Center, University of Chicago Library.
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the deliberate visual manipulations 
transformed the ruin into a rhetorical 
statement about the stature of early 
modern Rome respective to its classical 
predecessor. In 1527, Andrea Fulvio 
(ca. 1470-1527), a well-known antiquar-
ian in early sixteenth-century Rome, 
published his Antiquitates Urbis Romae 
(1527), a guide to the city’s ancient 
monuments.21 Fulvio’s text makes spe-
cific mention of the bronze quadriga 
with a statue of the emperor in triumph 
that originally surmounted the arch’s 
attic story.22 If the goal of the Arch of 
Titus prints was to faithfully depict the 
monument in its first-century state, 
then the four-horse chariot led by the 
emperor should be present. Although it 
is possible that neither the print pub-
lishers nor the engravers were aware 

of the lost quadriga, they worked in an intellectual milieu in which they had 
access to resources like humanist scholars, who could have advised them on 
the arch’s original iconography. Moreover, it is likely that these images were 
intended to appeal to erudite collectors who had knowledge of, or at least 
a vested interest in, learning more about the urban topography of ancient 
Rome. It is therefore significant that there is a noticeable gap between the 
top of the structure and the upper edge of the sheet in both prints. This 
void, which is described by a few clouds, draws attention to the fact that no 
sculpture sits above the dedicatory plaque. By jettisoning references to the 
arch’s medieval repurposing and the authority of pagan Rome through the 
elimination of the crowning quadriga, this hypothetically restored structure 
suggests that the legacy of the prosperous and powerful ancient empire took 
new form as Cinquecento papal Rome.

Early modern Roman civic ideology promoted a genealogical con-
nection between pagan and Christian Rome that saw the latter as the heir 
to the glories of its illustrious past. In Renaissance Humanism in Papal Rome 
(1983), John F. D’Amico describes the belief among Roman humanists at the 
time, which cast the curia at the center of their classically-inspired culture.23 
This relationship between the papal bureaucracy and the emerging human-
ist culture is discussed in Lapo da Castiglionchio’s Dialogus super excellentia 
et dignitate Curiae Romanae (1438).24 As D’Amico explained, Lapo (1405-38) 
characterized the Roman Curia as the “focal point of a Christian monarchy 
that enjoys, indeed surpasses, the glories of ancient Athens and Rome.”25 By 

Fig 5: Arch of Titus, 81. Roman Forum, 
Rome. Photograph by author.
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Fig 6: Giovanni Battista de’ Cavalieri (designed by Giovanni Antonio Dosio), Urbis 
Romae aedificiorum: Arch of Titus, 1569, engraving, 8 7/8 x 6 5/8 in (22.5 x 16.8 cm). British 

Museum, London 1950,0211.71. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-

NC-SA 4.0) license.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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the early Quattrocento, Italian humanists conceived of Christian Rome as 
having achieved greater fame and success than the former pagan republic 
and empire. Cinquecento prints of ancient Roman landmarks, such as the 
Arch of Titus worked to further legitimize this ideal, inciting local aspirations 
to perceive the early modern city as having built upon its classical forefather 
in political and religious authority. This tradition of utilizing prints of ancient 
architecture as a platform for promulgating Roman Christian ideals contin-
ued in the following century. In Baroque Antiquity: Archaeological Imagination 
in Early Modern Europe (2017), Victor Plahte Tschudi shows how graphic 
“reconstructions” of Roman ruins by Seicento printmakers Giacomo Lauro 
(ca. 1550-1605) and Athanasius Kircher (1602-80) functioned as “architectural 
concetti” that responded to the “moral, political, and religious issues in the 
seventeenth century.”26 While Tschudi attributes the intentional incorpora-
tion of visual inaccuracies to printmakers’ and publishers’ attempts to avoid 
breaking copyright restrictions since their compositions were based on prec-
edent designs, their imaginative architectural reconstructions nonetheless 
shaped how viewers understood and remembered ancient Rome as a histori-
cal period and institution.27 In a similar fashion, engravings of analogous sub-
jects from the previous century like those by Salamanca and Lafreri fostered a 
visual narrative of papal Rome as the cultural rival to the classical empire. 

In addition to manipulating the condition and visual elements of 
the Arch of Titus, Salamanca’s and Lafreri’s representations further alter the 
monument’s genuine Cinquecento appearance by situating the structure 
upon a gridded pavement in an abstract space. Although different in over-
all format—Salamanca’s print features a checkered ground, and Lafreri’s 
engraving shows a smaller area of intersecting orthogonals in between the 
archway—the squared pavements in these works achieve the same effect: 
they convey illusionistic depth. Sylvie Deswarte-Rosa argues that the pub-
lishers used this mode of representation, which derives from contemporary 
painting and scenographic traditions, to make their images appeal to broad 
audiences like artists, humanists, and travelers to Rome.28 Without the 
inclusion of a gridded pavement, the architecture would certainly look flat 
because there are no receding lines to draw the observer’s eye back into the 
distance. This approach to rendering perspective also highlights the en-
gravings’ nature as contrived visual translations of large, three-dimensional 
structures on a smaller, two-dimensional support, which manipulate the 
authentic character of the triumphal arch.

The motif of a perspectival grid and the depiction of an isolated 
monument also recalls the practice of Renaissance architectural surveying.29 
During the pontificate of Leo X (1475-1521; r. 1513-21), Raphael (1483-1520) 
headed an ambitious project to realize a graphic record of the extant ruins in 
the city.30 Writing to Leo X in the late 1510s, Raphael and Baldassare Casti-
glione (1478-1529) spoke of the imperative to conduct a systematic survey 
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of Rome’s antique remains with the ultimate goal of providing direction on 
how to reconstruct the crumbling structures.31 By the mid-Cinquecento, sev-
eral campaigns had been proposed or were already in progress.32 Moreover, 
in their letter to the pope, Raphael and Castiglione outlined a number of 
guidelines for producing correct architectural drawings of these sites. They 
urged artists to document the edifices using orthogonal plans rather than 
render them in perspective to ensure an accurate record of their measure-
ments.33 The portrayal of the triumphal arch in a restored state using a com-
mon compositional method for architectural surveying, the orthogonal plan, 
gives the Arch of Titus engravings an air of pseudo-archaeological study.34 
Yet, the images simultaneously conform to, and depart from, the rules put 
forth by Raphael and Castiglione. While the compositions feature a pave-
ment of intersecting orthogonal lines, this trope is not superimposed over 
the monument to provide a system of measurement for its various parts but 
depicted in perspective to suggest illusionistic depth, once again highlight-
ing their existence as imagined pictorial representations. 

In visually reconstructing some of ancient Rome’s architectural 
marvels onto a perspectival orthogonal plan, these compositions alluded to 
plans for refurbishing the city’s ruins during the Cinquecento. Additionally, 
the choice to detach the triumphal arches from their surrounding landscape 
in print hint at the measures taken to improve the processional route in and 
around the Roman Forum in preparation for Charles V’s triumphal entry 
into Rome in 1536. A papal mandate from January of that year indicates that 
the area around the Arch of Titus was to be leveled and enlarged in order 
to make a clear pathway to approach the arch.35 By separating the land-
mark from its natural terrain, Paul III and Manetti sought to create a kind 
of protective buffer to prevent further surface and structural damage to the 
arch caused by the undergrowth in its immediate environment.36 Although 
some of these preservation efforts were never ultimately realized or did not 
achieve their desired outcomes, all’antica engravings that isolate monuments 
upon a perspectival grid nonetheless convey civic aspirations to revitalize 
Rome in the sixteenth century, especially after the 1527 Sack, by way of car-
ing for the surviving ruins. 

Not only did Cinquecento collectors encounter “repaired” monu-
ments in all’antica engravings, but they were also presented with pieces of 
spolia that were restored to their historical status as antiquities through the 
extraction from their contextual environments in print. An image that ex-
emplifies this tradition is Lafreri’s Doorway of the Temple of Peace (1550; Fig. 
2), which, as described above, served as the entrance to a Christian church 
(Fig. 1) when it was converted at the request of Pope Felix IV (d. 530; r. 526-
30).37 During the early modern period this portal was believed to belong to 
the temple honoring Rome’s illustrious founders, but scholars now identify 
it as the original entryway to the library of the Temple of Peace constructed 
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under Emperor Vespasian (9-79; r. 69-79), which Constantine (272-337; r. 
306-37) redesignated as an audience hall for the praefectus Urbi in the early 
fourth century.38 As its sole subject, this image features the set of ancient 
bronze doors and the surrounding marble entablature supported by por-
phyry columns that once opened up onto the temple’s rotunda. The mon-
umental scale of the doorway makes an undiscerning viewer forget that it 
does not exist as a single entity but is in fact part of a larger structure. By 
isolating the entryway as a singular architectural unit on a blank field, the 
print removes the first-century portal from its subsequent Christian envi-
ronment, thereby disconnecting it from its Cinquecento context. As a result, 
sixteenth-century viewers who recognized the doorway as that belonging to 
the Basilica of Cosmas and Damian either through the image, text, or both, 
were reminded of its past identity as something entirely different than what 
they experienced in their everyday reality. This engraving prompted them 
to contemplate how the Christian city that they inhabited evolved from its 
pagan past. 

The classical origins of the portal become indelible in the minds of 
sixteenth-century observers when they considered the structure’s physical 
placement in real time and space. When examining this image, the early 
modern spectator occupied a position in front of the doors. Cinquecento 
viewers certainly recognized that their role in the composition located them 
within the Roman Forum, among other ancient ruins. Moreover, the rep-
resentation of the doors as partially open emphasizes the action of looking 
from one fixed position in space to another, that is, from the Forum through 
the doorway of the ancient building. The observer becomes figuratively 
transplanted along the Via Sacra to “witness” the sight presented in this en-
graving. By imagining themselves standing before this doorway in classical 
Rome, early modern viewers encountered a hypothetical situation that could 
easily fluctuate between fiction and reality. 

Although Lafreri’s print highlights the portal’s antique status, it does 
not eschew all allusions to its repurposing in the Cinquecento. The choice 
to represent the bronze doors ajar rather than closed conveys a sense of 
continual usage. In this engraving, the doorway is not offered as an object 
to be esteemed solely for its historicity, but one that found renewed value 
in later centuries. As such, Lafreri’s engraving visually manifests the con-
cept of translatio imperii, a historiographical idea stemming from the Middle 
Ages that understood that the political stability of the Roman Empire was 
reinstated through the institution of the papacy.39 This notion must have 
resonated with contemporary audiences because they recognized how the 
fabric of ancient Rome served as the literal building blocks for the prosper-
ous papal capital, transforming the city into a veritable artistic palimpsest. In 
order to construct new churches in Cinquecento Rome, marble from ancient 
structures was burned to produce lime, which was used as mortar for future 
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building projects.40 Indeed, the tradition of repurposing pagan architecture 
is epitomized by Lafreri’s print because the audience hall of the Temple of 
Peace was the first public monument converted into an ecclesiastical site in 
early Christian Rome.41 Therefore, this engraving communicated the belief 
that the classical city was the precursor to Christian Rome, mirroring the un-
derstanding of how the events in the Old Testament foreshadowed the com-
ing of Christ.42 As Tschudi argues in Baroque Antiquity, Seicento engravings 
of ancient ruins were allegorical representations that signified the historical 
triumph of Catholic Rome. Lafreri’s Doorway of the Temple of Peace functioned 
in a comparable manner, visualizing the providential metamorphosis of pa-
gan Rome into the illustrious papal capital.43 Through this image, Cinquec-
ento viewers engaged in a powerful act of remembering antiquity in the 
formation of early modern Rome.

Instead of serving as genuine representations of ancient monuments 
in their assumed original states, these images offered potent visual meta-
phors capable of solidifying popular beliefs about the enduring stability 
of papal Rome. This idea is echoed in Jessica Maier’s book, Rome Measured 
and Imagined (2015) in which she posits that early modern images of Rome, 
whether they are maps or of individual monuments, “were platforms for 
declaring ideas and ideals about the state of the city.”44 It is clear that these 
inventions were not aimed exclusively at attracting the curiosity of for-
eign consumers, but were intended to foster the specific conception of the 
Cinquecento city as a locus whose religious and political supremacy was 
as pure and indestructible as how the triumphal arches appear in print. By 
generating sentiments of civic pride, these images held particular resonance 
for local viewers. All’antica engravings of Roman architecture, like those of 
the Arch of Titus and the doorway to the original Temple of Peace, reveal 
the cultural desire to promulgate a communal identity and memory of papal 
Rome as not only a direct inheritor of the fame and grandeur of the Eternal 
City, but as an ultimately superior incarnation of Rome.

Prints and the Power of Preservation

As the example of the Doorway of the Temple of Peace demonstrates, some-
times it was desirable to isolate a ruin from its sixteenth-century context 
in print, eliminating any allusion to its subsequent repurposing. In other 
instances, some images were appreciated for their ability to preserve the 
representation of ancient monuments in states of decay and to elicit senti-
ments of nostalgia through evocative narrative elements. Salamanca and 
Lafreri each published an engraving of the existing architectural fragment 
of the Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux (1540 
and 1550; Figs. 7-8), which still stands today in the Roman Forum (Fig. 9).45 
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Both prints retain the same compositional formula: the ruin is placed in the 
immediate foreground and is surrounded by landscape. Lining the horizon 
in the distance are other partial classical structures and intact modern ed-
ifices, such as churches and houses. In each image, the emphasis is on the 
deteriorating remains of the pagan temple. 

In Salamanca’s Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and 
Pollux (Fig. 7), the surviving entablature is fractured and foliage grows along 
the cracks in the stone. The sense of weathering is likewise suggested by the 
broken stone blocks piled near the temple base. While much of the struc-
ture’s surface is marked by damage, the fluted column shafts and capitals 
appear prominently intact. Even though Salamanca’s print shows only a 
fragment of the original building, it is significant that no losses occur on the 
features that are structurally integral to the remaining architectural piece; in 
other words, the three columns that support the last remaining section. 

Fig 7: Unknown 16th-century engraver 
(published by Antonio Salamanca), Three 

Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor 
and Pollux, 1540, engraving, 11 5/8 x 8 

7/16 in (29.5 x 21.5 cm). The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund, 
transferred from the Library 41.72(1.36). 

Image open access, courtesy of The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Fig 8: Unknown 16th-century engraver 
(published by Antonio Lafreri), Three 

Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor 
and Pollux, 1550, engraving, 11 9/16 x 8 

5/16 in (29.3 x 21.1 cm). British Museum, 
London 1920,0420.54. © The Trustees of the 
British Museum. Shared under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-

SA 4.0) license.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Fig 9: Temple of Castor and Pollux, 495 BCE. Roman Forum, Rome. 
Photograph by author.
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Salamanca’s engraving simultaneously emphasizes sentiments of deteri-
oration and regeneration. The print captures the antique monument at a 
fixed moment in time when its surrounding environment was undergoing 
formidable changes. Notably, the three classical columns of the fragmentary 
structure frame the urban development of Roma nuova in the background, 
forcing the viewer to juxtapose the ancient ruin with the new construction of 
the city. This idea of rejuvenation is further alluded to by the plant-life that 
emerges from and around the ruin.46 Just as the site upon which the temple 
fragment stands enables the regrowth of the natural world, the remains of 
classical Rome encouraged the renewal of the prosperity of antiquity in the 
sixteenth-century city. Salamanca’s image evoked both the permanence and 
the centrality of this past civilization in the print as well as in the conscious-
ness of early modern viewers regardless of the future modernization and 
material degradation that occurred at and around the site. 

Analogous to Salamanca’s earlier composition, Lafreri’s Three Col-
umns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux (Fig. 8) highlights the 
ruin’s deterioration, but it does so through both the image and the accom-
panying text. Each of the three Corinthian columns are characterized by 
noticeable cracks. The fluted shafts are far from the pristine forms found in 
Salamanca’s print. Horizontal fissures exist along the surface of each shaft, 
and other areas of damage are represented by interruptions to the fluting 
that appear as patches of diagonal hatching (Fig. 10). Additionally, the 
broken edges of the entablature are marked by tiny dashes against a white 
field (Fig. 11). Akin to Salamanca’s engraving, blades of grass grow from the 
dilapidated sections, but no natural life flourishes along the cracked base of 
the ruin. The weathered condition of the temple in Lafreri’s print provides 
pictorial testimony to the way in which the monument is described in the 
Latin inscription at the bottom, which refers to the columns as “fissured and 
fractured […].”47 The descriptive text is followed by the publisher’s address 
and the date of publication, which may have led viewers to interpret the 
image as Lafreri’s visual record of the monument in the year 1550.

Lafreri’s engraving preserves the identity of the Temple of Castor 
and Pollux as a tangible trace of a past society and one that is visibly distinct 
in chronology and spatial geography from early modern Rome. The crum-
bling structure along with other recognizable ruins in the middle ground—
the Temple of Saturn, Temple of Vespasian and Titus, Column of Phocas, and 
Arch of Septimius Severus—are set against a backdrop of newer, intact ar-
chitecture. This sense of the progressing nature of time is also suggested by 
the three figures, dressed in sixteenth-century garb, who gesture and marvel 
at the fragment of ancient history towering before them. Each onlooker’s 
raised arm and hand only serve to draw attention to the decaying building 
as their limbs guide the observer’s eye toward the damage along the column 
shafts. Early modern viewers likely perceived a dual message in this print. 
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While the admiring spectators in the scene may have incited wonderment at 
the remarkable existence of this historic treasure in contemporary audienc-
es, the image could nonetheless be read as a visual allegory on the hubris of 
humanity. The topos of the Eternal City, which was widely used in the early 
modern era, implies that the idea and legacy of ancient Rome would endure 
forever.48 Yet, Lafreri’s engraving seems to express the fragility of human 

Fig 10: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), detail of 
Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux. British Museum, London 

1920,0420.54. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.

Fig 11: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), detail of 
Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Castor and Pollux. British Museum, London 

1920,0420.54. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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construction and civilization, which in due time, runs the risk of collapsing. 
Just as Rome was invaded centuries before, the Cinquecento city recently 
experienced its own calamity with the 1527 Sack. This work likely served 
as a reminder of the potential for such civic disaster. Moreover, it certainly 
contributed to the growing cultural concern with documenting and protect-
ing the decaying ruins during the first half of the sixteenth century in an 
ideological effort to sustain the symbolic connection between Roma antica 
and Roma nuova.49

Like the representations of the Three Columns of the Portico of the Tem-
ple of Castor and Pollux, Lafreri’s engraving of the Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella 
(1549; Fig. 12) demonstrates the power of print to promote civic propaganda 
as well as sustain the memory of a ruin before it perished further. During the 
first century BCE, a grandiose mausoleum (Fig. 13) was erected in honor of 
Cecilia Metella, the daughter of Quintus Caecilius Metellus, a Roman con-
sul elected in 69 BCE.50 Today, the building is located just outside the urban 
center of Rome at the three-mile marker on the Via Appia.51 As was the fate 
of many ancient monuments, its function changed when Pope Boniface VIII 
(ca. 1230-1303; r. 1294-1303) donated the famous sepulcher to his nephew, 
Pietro Caetani, who repurposed the site as a military fortification known as 
the Castrum Caetani.52 In the background at the very right of the composi-
tion one sees evidence of this later addition.53 While the engraving makes the 
brick fortress appear smaller than the burial chamber and further in the dis-
tance, in actuality, it is approximately double the length and nearly matches 
the height of the immediately adjacent mausoleum (Fig. 13). By diminishing 
the presence of the medieval structure in the print, early modern viewers 
were left to focus on the imposing ancient ruin. Since its transformation 
into the Castrum Caetani, the antique sepulcher underwent a metamorpho-
sis through which it became a piece of spolia. By representing the Tomb of 
Cecilia Metella with its later addition, this image acknowledges, and even 
declares, the monument’s identity as a recycled architectural remain. 

During the pontificate of Paul III, the Tomb of Cecilia Metella gained 
particular attention. The pope ordered for the site to be excavated at which 
time a grand sarcophagus was discovered nearby. Due to its proximity to 
the mausoleum, this sarcophagus was believed to be that of Cecilia Metella 
herself, and thus, Paul III transferred it to his residence at Palazzo Farnese. 
However, scholars now agree that the identification of the “sarcophagus 
of Cecilia Metella” is erroneous and date the object on stylistic grounds to 
the late second century, about two centuries after the tomb was erected.54 
Nevertheless, the pontiff’s fascination with the ruin and its presumed orig-
inal contents likely spurred a broad cultural appeal for the monument and 
subsequent pictorial representations of it. Lafreri’s print surely attracted a 
growing body of collectors, eager to learn more about the mausoleum that 
garnered interest from the upper echelons of Roman society, and, as a re-
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Fig 12: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), Mausoleum 
of Cecilia Metella, 1549, engraving, 15 ¾ x 12 3/16 in (40.0 x 31.0 cm). British Museum, 

London 1947,0319.26.107. © The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-

NC-SA 4.0) license.

Fig 13: Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella and Castrum Caetani, 1st century BCE and 14th 
century. Via Appia, Rome. Photograph by author.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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sult, this image elicited a connection between the ancient republic and Paul 
III’s Rome.

In his antiquarian guidebook, Fulvio informs readers that the Mau-
soleum of Cecilia Metella is just one of many funerary monuments to exist 
in partial decay along the Via Appia. He commented that these structures 
were subject to progressive weathering and deliberate damage and sub-
sequently stripped of their sculptural embellishments.55 Lafreri’s print 
testifies to the tomb’s ruinous Cinquecento state. Much of its square base 
was already deteriorated, revealing a concrete wall underneath the exterior 
layer of smooth travertine blocks.56 While the upper portion of the structure 
is still relatively intact, the crumbling foundation nevertheless implies the 
monument’s inevitable decay. Therefore, this engraving played a pivotal 
role in perpetuating a visual impression of the ruinous mausoleum at the 
time it was produced. 

For a Cinquecento viewer, this image must have conjured up feel-
ings of psychological immediacy. The uneven hillside on which the tomb 
stands along with the two bulls on the right characterize the rural environ-
ment that still defines the site today. Yet, at the same time, there are visual 
details that elicit nostalgia for the classical past. The shepherd in the fore-
ground, identified as such by his rustic garb and walking stick, is transplant-
ed from ancient to sixteenth-century Rome. He looks up and gestures at the 
mausoleum as if in astonishment of how it has changed since its construc-
tion. Literary theorist Svetlana Boym described nostalgia as the desire “to 
turn history into private or collective mythology, to revisit time like space, 
refusing to surrender to the irreversibility of time that plagues the human 
condition.”57 Nostalgia represents a vision of history that accepts a temporal 
melding between two distinct moments.58 This longing to perceive time as 
collapsed within a single frame is visualized in Lafreri’s print: the weathered 
monument, shown according to its Cinquecento condition, is the same site 
occupied by a figure from the ancient past. Indeed, this engraving evokes 
the collective belief that the early modern city was not a mere extension, but 
the legacy of the glorious Roman Republic and Empire. By highlighting the 
monument’s existence as an ancient tomb, which is intended to immortalize 
the spirit of the individual to whom it is dedicated, this engraving similarly 
represents a desire to eternalize antiquity as an integral facet of the cultural 
fabric and identity of sixteenth-century Rome.

While the engravings discussed thus far are of ancient buildings that 
have survived to the present day, some images in this genre portray archi-
tectural works that only endure today as printed impressions. One notable 
example is Lafreri’s Septizodium (1546; Fig. 14), which retains the visual 
memory of a now-destroyed ruin once located at the foot of the Palatine Hill. 
The Latin inscription at the bottom of the composition identifies this frag-
mentary structure as the tomb of Lucius Septimius Severus (145-211 CE; r. 
193-211 CE); however, it originally was a grandiose fountain façade of super-
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imposed colonnades that marked the terminus of the Via Appia and served 
as a powerful statement of Severan authority.59 Lafreri’s print represents 
what remained of the Septizodium during the mid-Cinquecento.60 It stood as 
a fragmentary, three-story edifice that progressively diminished in scale with 
each level. Each story was supported by Corinthian columns that ran along 
three sides.61 

Rather than provide a strict documentary record of the monument, 
the engraver included fanciful elements that romanticize the landmark’s 
identity as a trace of ancient history. In the foreground at either side of the 

Fig 14: Unknown 16th-century engraver (published by Antonio Lafreri), Septizodium, 
1546, engraving, 19 x 13 1/16 in (48.2 x 33.1 cm). British Museum, London 1920,0420.52. 
© The Trustees of the British Museum. Shared under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) license.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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towering edifice is a group of figures. Dressed in flowing robes or shown 
partially or entirely nude, these men and women represent figures from the 
ancient empire, transported to Rome of the mid-sixteenth century. Further-
more, the weathered condition of the monument is signified by the addition 
of broken columns at the left along with the detached capital resting haphaz-
ardly upon the ground along the bottom edge. Populating the horizon line 
in the distance are other ruins, such as a soaring column, a section of what 
looks to be an ancient basilica, an aqueduct, and an amphitheater reminis-
cent of the Colosseum. All of these landscape and narrative details were 
not necessary to include if the print was intended to record the historical 
appearance of the structure around 1550. Instead, this engraving offers an 
idyllic depiction of the ruin, capable of provoking feelings of nostalgia in six-
teenth-century audiences, which, according to Boym, led to a psychological 
“mourning of displacement and temporal irreversibility.”62 This representa-
tion likely elicited an emotional response in viewers about the potential loss 
of history and, more specifically, that of the ancient Roman Empire as mani-
fested through the decaying Septizodium.

While Lafreri and the engraver with whom he collaborated may have 
never anticipated the destruction of the Septizodium in 1588, not long after 
the publication of the print, the portrayal of the building in a dilapidated 
state nonetheless suggests its physical impermanence.63 At various spots 
along the structure’s three stories, visible cracks and holes appear on the 
stone blocks. To further indicate the monument’s crumbling state, patches 
of foliage grow out of those fissures. Not only does the image itself speak to 
the deterioration the edifice suffered, but the inscription emphasizes this fact 
by acknowledging that it was subjected to damage and negligence during 
previous centuries.64 As the final line of the inscription makes clear, Lafreri’s 
image seeks to preserve the memory, albeit an embellished recollection with 
fanciful details like broken columns and nude figures, of the Septizodium 
for the sake of posterity.65 

In invoking the cyclical movement of time, Lafreri’s print implicates 
the ancient building in the natural course of life, death, and regeneration. 
Early modern viewers likely perceived a symbolic association between 
the weathered monument and a dead body, whose corpse decomposes in 
the ground in due time. In their letter to Pope Leo X, Raphael and Casti-
glione likened the fragmentary ruins of ancient Rome to “the bones of the 
body without the flesh.”66 Lafreri’s print appears to visualize such a conceit 
through the figures seated on the broken column. Their nude forms touching 
the stone surface allude to the process of bodily deterioration, from which 
the flesh rots to leave only bones. In this context, the column pieces scat-
tered across the landscape may have elicited the image of Adam’s bones on 
Golgotha in scenes of the Crucifixion. Moreover, the presence of classicizing 
figures likely cued observers to interpret this engraving through a meta-
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phorical lens, triggering meditation on the evocative parallel between the 
sacrifice of Christ that led to the salvation and renewal of humanity and that 
of the collapse of the Roman Empire from which would evolve papal Rome. 
As viewers remembered antiquity through works like the Septizodium print, 
they were not simply recalling the history of this long-lost era, but venerat-
ing the “universal homeland for all Christians […]”67 Such an image inspired 
reverence for Rome’s pagan past for without which there would have been 
no sixteenth-century papal capital. 

The engravings of the Three Columns of the Portico of the Temple of Cas-
tor and Pollux, Mausoleum of Cecilia Metella, and Septizodium classify a differ-
ent genre of all’antica imagery than that of the Arch of Titus and Doorway of 
the Temple of Peace. These prints preserve the contemporary sixteenth-century 
memory of various ancient ruins and conjure up sentiments dealing with 
the passage of time as they force viewers to look past the material remains 
of Roma antica to witness the revitalization that takes place in Roma nuova. 
While quite different in compositional format than the images of restored 
ruins, this other category of prints nevertheless fostered an analogous mes-
sage: classical Rome was the foundation from which the Cinquecento city 
grew in authority and magnificence to ultimately surpass its pagan prede-
cessor. In this way, these engravings worked to retain the symbolic potency 
of the ancient monuments in the city, but readapted their ideological mean-
ings to correspond with the socio-political ideals of papal Rome. 

Rome Reborn

In the sixteenth century, images were recognized for their ability to construct 
and codify a vision of history. Treatises on memory and the production and 
uses of art, such as Giulio Camillo’s L’idea del theatro (1550) and Gabriele Pa-
leotti’s Discorso intorno alle immagini sacre e profane (1582), discuss the potency 
of visual representations on a viewer’s intellect and memory.68 For instance, 
Camillo theorized that all the ideas about the world could be effectively 
learned and later recalled if given pictorial form.69 Images were deemed so 
powerful that in the years following the Council of Trent, Cardinal Paleotti 
(1522-97) wrote a guide, his Discorso, instructing artists and patrons on the 
proper kinds and uses of images in order to warn against the acts of heresy 
and false knowledge that he believed artwork could incite in viewers and 
instill in their memories. Thus, in early modern Italy, discourse surrounding 
epistemology and memory-making was intrinsically linked to the theory 
and practice of image production. 

In keeping with sixteenth-century notions about the structure and 
workings of human memory, printed architectural proxies functioned as 
sites upon which representations of classical landmarks were impressed 
onto sheets of paper in an analogous conceptual process to how the visual, 
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cultural, and symbolic identity of ancient Rome was imprinted onto view-
ers’ minds by way of engaging with these compositions. Engraved designs 
of antique ruins are embedded in a paper surface in a related manner to how 
their three-dimensional counterparts occupy a tangible space.70 As I have 
argued, engravings of ancient monuments functioned rhetorically, giving 
abstract ideas about the ideology of Cinquecento Rome and its genealogical 
ties with the classical past concrete, visual form. Early sixteenth-century 
prints of antiquities were designed to achieve a common goal, that of de-
claring Rome “reborn,” both in terms of the physical landscape through 
urbanization projects aimed at renovating the ruins in the city as well as in 
the collective memory of inhabitants. The early modern Christian metropolis 
was no longer perceived as an entity that was inferior to the glories of the 
pagan past, but one that rivaled its own stature from millennia ago. Long 
gone was the Rome that Petrarch (1304-74) once emphatically described as a 
crumbling city, for in print, the sixteenth-century city had reclaimed its title 
as caput mundi.71 
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Notes

This article derives from a chapter of my doctoral dissertation, “Imprint-
ing Antiquity: Reinventing the Past through Sixteenth-Century Prints.” I 
am indebted to Drs. Erin Benay, Catherine Scallen, Emily Peters, and Peter 
Knox for their insightful and constructive remarks on the content of this 
article. I am also grateful to the blind readers as well as the editors of the 
Rutgers Art Review for their thoughtful feedback and assistance with pub-
lishing this essay.
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